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Glen Gould isn’t usually associated with Russian music, so this Speakers Corner LP is an 

intriguing prospect. In both works Vladimir Horowitz (HMV LP and Original Jackets) has 

been used for comparison. 

The Drammatico first movement of Scriabin’s Third Sonata has an opening metronome 

marking of sixty four quarter notes; here Gould is suitably measured, which enables him to 

convey some of the mood of quiet melancholy that underpins the work, he uses old-school  



tempo and dynamic variation, rubato, discrete pedal control and will highlight an inner voice  

or rhythm. Given that in Bach and music of the Classical period Gould was often noted for 

his brisk tempi, it may come as a surprise to find that he ignores the last movements Presto 

con fuoco marking and underplays the difference between the Allegretto and Andante 

movements. Nevertheless this is a powerful - if somewhat emotionally detached - account of 

an under-rated masterwork

Prokofiev’s Seventh is probably his best known sonata and again the word power best 

describes Gould’s approach to the work. He pounds out the opening theme, yet relaxes for 

the second thematic group, but then ruins everything with a loud, brutal account of the 

Andante caloroso slow movement; which is a pity, because his fast and furious boogie-

woogie approach to the finale is compelling. 

Comparing anybody to Horowitz is probably unfair, but in both works his incredible range of 

tonal colouring enables him to find far more light and shade, the phrasing quintessentially 

Russian, the dynamic range huge. In the Prokofiev he finds humour and makes the Andante 

sing at a faster tempo. But more than that, it is the difference between being a great as 

opposed to interesting pianist. 

Sound

Balance: 3

Inner balance: 4

Detail and clarity: 4

Dynamic range: 4

One always approaches any recording by Glen Gould with a sense of foreboding, in that he 

couldn’t resist meddling with the sound the recording team produced and CBS weren’t noted

in the 1950s and 60s for producing state-of-the-art piano recordings, as the Speakers Corner

box of Gould playing Bach and Beethoven Concerti vividly demonstrated, so it comes as a 

pleasant surprise to say that the sound on this new LP is quite decent. 

The overall balance is marginally too forward, which brings an element of aggression to forte

passages, diminishes the range of pianissimo dynamics and makes it difficult to gain any 

real sense of space or acoustic around the instrument, which good quality analogue sound 

always reproduces; however one assumes that Gould asked for this close-balancing. In 

terms of instrumental timbre, analogue sound still surpasses digital (even in native DSD 



playback) and the piano in all its registers resonates in a satisfying way, although the 

midrange is more wooden and percussive (one wonders what sound Gould instructed the 

piano technician to produce) than that found on Decca recordings of a similar vintage. There 

is plenty of bass extension and a reasonably bright treble, although the lack of background 

tape-hiss is slightly worrying and one hopes that Masterdisk haven’t been tempted to follow 

the modern obsession with removing this, which usually damages the upper-harmonics.  

Nevertheless this is the finest LP I have heard featuring Glen Gould and makes the dead, 

compressed Glen Gould Original Jackets CD transfer sound completely unacceptable. 

   


